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Abstract

This document describes a password authentication mechanism, called
YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ, for use in protocols which support Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) framework. The mechanism relies on security services provided by a lower layer, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS), to protect the authentication exchange, and subsequent application data exchange, from common attacks. The YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ mechanism can be viewed as an alternative to other password-based SASL mechanism, such as PLAIN, CRAM-MD5, and DIGEST-MD5.

1. Introduction

There exist multiple password-based mechanisms for use in the Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) [RFC4422] framework. These include the PLAIN [RFC4616], CRAM-MD5 [RFC2195], and DIGEST-MD5 [RFC2831]. None of these mechanisms, themselves, provide integrity and confidential protection over the entirety of the authentication exchange. Only DIGEST-MD5 offers a security layer and, even so, the specification and its implementations suffer from multiple problems. And while these mechanisms may be used in conjunction with lower-level security services, these mechanism do not offer any facility to bind the channels [RFC5056].

This situation has lead to multiple efforts to design "better" SASL password-based mechanism. This document not only specifies yet another password mechanism, YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ, but defines a family of related password mechanisms, YAP-*. YAP-* is a family of simple password SASL mechanisms based upon the Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) [RFC2104] algorithm and unique channel bindings [RFC5056].

The YAP-SHA256-TLS-UNIQ is a YAP mechanism which uses the SHA-256 [FIPS180-2] cryptographic hash function in conjunction with the HMAC algorithm and the tls-unique [CBT-TLS-U] unique channel bindings. YAP is specified as a family of SASL mechanisms to provide hash agility and channel binding type agility.

YAP mechanisms rely on services provided at a lower level, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) [RFC5246], to secure the authentication exchange and subsequent application data exchange and, hence, YAP mechanisms do not offer a SASL security layer. YAP mechanisms require the lower-level security layer to be bound in the authentication using unique channel bindings [RFC5056]. YAP relies on client to authenticate the server within this lower-level security layer to avoid information disclosure to rogue servers.
1.1 Experimental

This specification is part of a research and development effort exploring alternatives to current password-based authentication mechanisms.

Implementors of this specification ought to consider implementing the SCRAM [SCRAM] mechanism being developed by the IETF for publication on the Standards Track.

1.2 Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2. The YAP-* Family of Mechanisms

Each mechanism in this family differs by the choice of hash algorithm and the choice of unique channel binding type. Each mechanism has a name of the form YAP-HA-CBT where HA is a string chosen to reflect the hash algorithm used and CBT is a string chosen to reflect the channel binding type. HA and CBT are to be choose so the mechanism name does not exceed 20 characters imposed by the SASL Technical Specification [RFC4422]. While it is not required that each mechanism use the same HA string for a particular hash algorithm or the same CBT for a particular channel binding type as those used in previously registered mechanisms, reuse of the encouraged.

To define a new mechanism within the YAP family of mechanisms, the mechanism specification must indicate that it is a YAP mechanism, identify the hash algorithm used, identify the channel binding type used and specify the name the mechanism and cause this name to be registered with IANA in accordance with the SASL Technical Specification. The mechanism specification should detail security considerations specific to hash algorithm and channel binding types selected.

3. The YAP Mechanism

The mechanism involves a single message from the client to the server.

```
message = authzid separator [ authcid ] separator data
seperator = %x00
```
where:

- `<authzid>`, when present, is the authorization identity in the form specified by the application protocol specification, represented in UTF-8 [RFC3629], and

- `<authcid>` is authentication identity, a simple user name [RFC4013], prepared using the SASLprep [RFC4013] and represented in UTF-8 [RFC3629],

- `<data>` is a Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) [RFC2104] produced as described below.

Implementors should note that the data portion of the message may contain a zero-valued octet and hence should parse the message front-to-back.

The HMAC is produced using the mechanism-specific hash algorithm, such as SHA-256, as the cryptographic hash function, $H$. The secret key, $K$, is the unique channel binding [RFC5056] for the lower-level security protocol, padded with zero octets to the block size of the hash function. Where the unique channel binding is longer than the block size of the hash function, $K$ is hash of the unique channel binding. The text is the concatenation of the authcid, the authzid, and the hash of the user’s password, a simple password [RFC4013], prepared using SASLprep [RFC4013] and represented in UTF-8 [RFC3629]. That is, the `<data>` is computed as illustrated by the following pseudo code.

```plaintext
HMAC(
    Pad( Length(ChannelBinding)>HashBlockSize
        ? H(ChannelBinding) : ChannelBinding, 0, HashBlockSize),
    Concat(authzid, authcid, H=UTF8(SASLprep(password))))
```

Note, in this pseudo code, the first argument of the HMAC function is the secret key and the second is the text. The cryptographic hash function used in the HMAC is implicitly $H$. The Pad function pads the first argument to the length specified in the third argument with the octet value provided in the second argument. The variable HashBlockSize is the block size of hash function, $H$. The Length function returns the length of its argument. The Concat function returns an octet which is the concatenation of its arguments. The UTF8 function returns the UTF-8 encoding of its argument. The SASLprep function prepares it argument according to the SASLprep algorithm. The $H$ function returns the hash of its argument.

The hash of the user’s password is a password equivalent. Servers may choose to store this hash instead of the user’s password. In either case, the stored value must be adequately protected.
Implementations SHOULD NOT advertise availability of any mechanism in this family unless a lower-level security service providing both data integrity and data confidentiality protection is in place. Client implementations SHOULD NOT utilize any mechanism in this family without first verifying the identity of the server within the lower-level security service. Client implementors should consult the application protocol specification, in conjunction with the specification of the lower-level security service, for details on how to implement this verification.

4. The YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ Mechanism

The YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ mechanism is a YAP mechanism which utilizes the SHA-256 \[FIPS180-2]\[RFC4634\] hash algorithm and the tls-unique unique channel binding type \[CBT-TLS-U\]. This type is for use with Transport Layer Security (TLS) \[RFC5246\].

The mechanism is named "YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ".

5. YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ Example

Consider a client authenticating as "kurt" with the password "secret" who is not wishing to act as another user which has established TLS channel which has the tls-unique binding of zHsxigXXUssRg9iVrbw5AX/dgRV1UgBz/RfjI7c4owoM= (base64).

The client compute the HMAC over the authzid, authcid, and password as described in section 3 with the binding as the secret key. The client would construct text input the HMAC by concatenating the empty authzid string with the "kurt" authcid string with the hash of the properly prepared password. SASLprep("secret") returns "secret". The hash of this string (when encoded as UTF-8), is K7gNU3ndo+OL0wNhgoVWhr3g6s1xYv72ol/pe/Unols= (base64). The HMAC for this text and key is Ksarn7PFnqCgi4ewSY0fXIyP8ImNcmpoWmtCgA0QqT4= (base64).

The client would construct and send the message which contained first zero octets for the authzid, then a 00 (hex) octet for a separator, followed by 4 octets 6b 75 72 74 (hex) representing the authcid "kurt", followed by 00 (hex) octet for a separator, followed by 32 octets HMAC value. This would produce a message of AGt1cnQAKsarn7PFnqCgi4ewSY0fXIyP8ImNcmpoWmtCgA0QqT4= (base64).

6. Security Considerations
Security is discussed throughout this document.

This family of mechanisms was specifically designed to rely on security services offered at lower-levels to secure mechanism negotiation, the authentication exchange and subsequent data exchanges. To ensure lower-level security services are provided end-to-end, the mechanisms utilize unique channel bindings [RFC5056].

To avoid disclosing the identity information to a rogue server, the client verifies the server’s identity using the lower-layer security service before utilizing any mechanism in this family.

Hash agility and channel binding type agility is provided in the family of mechanisms through the specification of additional mechanisms.

To avoid requiring server implementations maintain access to the user’s password, a password equivalent is used. The password equivalent is a simple hash of the password.

While it is likely that those choosing to store the password equivalent instead of the password would prefer the equivalent be designed to hinder dictionary attack with precomputed dictionary entries, a simple hash was chosen to avoid adding a server challenge. Use of the authcid as a salt was considered but rejected as it would tie the password equivalent to a particular authcid. It is desirable for the password equivalent to be usable with multiple authcid values (kurt and KURT) representing the same entity. It was also realized that it likely that implementors would (continue to) choose to store the password instead of a mechanism-specific password equivalent. Storing the password avoids significant implementation complexity and facilitates mechanism agility.

YAP-SHA-256-TLS-UNIQ uses the SHA-256 hash algorithm and tls-unique channel binding type. At the time of this writing, there are no known attacks on SHA-256 hash algorithm or tls-unique channel binding type which are applicable to this mechanism.

7. IANA Considerations

It is requested that IANA process the following request(s) upon approval of this document for publication as an RFC.

Subject: Registration of SASL YAP family of mechanisms
SASL family name (or prefix for the family): YAP-*
Security considerations: see RFC XXXX
Published specification (recommended): RFC XXXX
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